AFA Industries is pleased to announce the availability of
a new Head Gasket Set for Caterpillar C7 engines:

ON-HIGHWAY application serial numbers including FML, FMM, JRT, LBM, WAX, KAL,
NPH, RMF, SAP, TSK, YPG, & C7S. This also can be used for INDUSTRIAL application
serial numbers including JKL, JTF, JRA, & PRY

AFA Part Number AFA-HGSC7-1 head gasket set is in stock and available.
This kit features our proprietary multi-layer steel core
head gasket that provides superior sealing
Multi-layer construction ensures maximum sealing power under differential expansion and
contraction between head and block. Rigid steel core guarantees uniform thickness
control across the sealing surface of every engine application. Precision engineering of
ring wire and stainless combustion seal rings provides the highest level of sealing between
head and block.

Other gaskets and components in this head gasket set are produced
in our state-of-the-art manufacturing plants and include:
* Soft gaskets are made to improve performance over and above OE standard,
made from the highest gasket material available in the industry, resulting in
robust solutions that satisfy the most stringent requirements.
* Technologically advanced, molded, rubber-edge steel
* Stamped steel with embossed beading
* O-rings are molded in a variety of specially formulated, high performance rubber
compounds engineered to meet each application's particular sealing needs.
* And other application-specific materials.

AFA offers a complete line of parts for a variety of Detroit Diesel® engines, including
Cylinder, Valve Train, Water and Oil pump, Cooling System, Fuel System,
and other parts to facilitate most engine repairs.
Consult your OE reference materials for exact applications.
Refer to the OEM s ervi ce ma nua l for proper engi ne a s s embl y procedures .
Contact your local sales representative or AFA Certified Distributor for more information.
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